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Introduction
1. Premise: Early recognition of role of Media in informing and building public 

support

2. NBI SVP - CBSI  support to NMN  But CBSI itself was short-lived; not 
enough resource allocated  But nonetheless mainstreamed into NBI  Need 
to leverage mass media to promote NB/EN cooperation remains!! 

3. Three types of NBI Communication:  

• Program Communication = focus on NBI Programs; provision of very 
specific to support SH participation;  Brochures; Fact Sheets; program 
documents; 

• Advocacy Communication = Focus on highlighting key issues of basin-wide 
concern to mobilize public and policy support (e.g. Climate Change; 
biodiversity-ecosystem maintenance; wetlands; )  documentaries; Issue-
based publications; 

• Corporate Communication = focus on informing the public about NBI ..; 
building image; PR work;  website/web-portal 

• Internal Communication = Focus on building internal resilience within NBI 
institutions; newsletters, intra-net; 



Introduction
4. Role of Mass Media :  

• Shaping public opinion; even attitudes, 
preferences, etc. (advertising, persuasion, 
marketing, propaganda)

• Shaping public perception of issues; 
importance; causes; consequences; --- how 
to think about  saliency; framing

• Mobilizing public  in support of/or against an 
agenda - issue;  policy; program; legislation; 
a candidate, etc. 

• Can play either positive and negative roles 
(e.g. N. Ireland: Rwanda) 

• Influence could be more pronounced in 
some situations, places than in others . …



Introduction

5. Mass Media Trends
 Less Regulation; shift from public 

service mandates  --- toward 
commercial forms of production

 Size, Concentrated ownership 
(stocks),

 Advertising as primary income 
source of mass media  inverse 
relationship b/n advertisement $ 
and depth of coverage  tabloid(-
ized) TV 

 ”Big media ( in terms of resources 
and outreach) consists of 
government and news agencies 
(e.g. BBC; VOA; CCTV; Al Jazeera; 
Reuters; AFP; AP) 

 Governments, news agencies 

often define ‘news agenda’ 



Introduction
6. Mass Media Trends

• New technologies—ICT, satellite, cable and the 

internet  global reach 

• Global consolidation, convergence and synergy, 

– few media houses dominate the space: Time 

Warner, Disney, News Corporation, Sony, Viacom, 

General Electric (NBC), .. ;Bertelsmann; Supply 

Chain for news. Cross promotion of films and TV 

programs; ( for media conglomerate ownership, see 
http://www.cjr.org/tools/owners/canwest.asp)

• Media coverage … tending toward episodic, 

sensationalization  … at the cost of deliberative, in-

depth reporting; “sound-bites”; infotainment.

• The emergence of new ICT-leveraged media: 

social media, blogs; citizen journalism; is increasingly 

providing more autonomous power to individuals, 

groups …

• The relative decline of print media (news paper) / 

legacy media; investigative journalism

 A global communication village  herein lies its power!

http://www.cjr.org/tools/owners/canwest.asp
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Citizen‘s exposure to mass media has increased considerably

Exposure to newspapers, radio, TV, Internet on an average day, German citizens aged 14 and over;

source: Best/Engel, in Media Perspektiven 1/2007, Tab. 1 – from Jefferey Wimmer, Universitaet 

Bremen 
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7. Mass Media Trends- Sourcing
• Reciprocal relationship with powerful sources …. 

focusing on such entities as: parliament; MODs, 
MOFAs; courts; police, events (“breaking news”) ---

• Government sources; corporate sources;  as credible 
sources lowering  the cost of investigation and news 
research  relying on press releases; public relations 

offices; communiqués; interest organizations;
• Government and business promoters [gate keepers] 

make things ‘easy’ for news organizations by providing: 
facilities  (reporting studios, ); advance copies of 
speeches, reports; scheduling press conferences to fit 
news hours; carefully organizing press conferences and 
‘photo opportunities’.

Introduction
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• Non-routine sources must struggle for 
access, and may be ignored by the 
arbitrary decision of the gatekeepers”.

• “Critical sources may be avoided.” Media 
gatekeepers decide and limit what can be 
made into ‘big news’ items.

• Messages from and about dissidents and 
weak, unorganized groups and 
individuals, are at a disadvantage in 
sourcing costs and credibility.

Introduction
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Introduction

Media bias origins: ideological; professional; selection; 
• Demand driven news; cost-cutting; rush to print
• saturation coverage of insignificant  events crowding 

out important news; public burn-out; 
• canned stories – same news in every newspaper;  lack of 

in-depth research; no diversity of views; same people 
interviewed over and over again for many issues; 

• embedded journalism; etc.]– dramatization (“if it bleeds, 
it leads”) ; personalization; oversimplification - stories 
devoid of  context; connection between various issues and 
events lost; http

• ://wFor an illustrative and entertaining depiction on this go to:

ww.youtube.comFB5YpDZE

ttps://

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFQFB5Yp
DZE
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Agenda Setting 

• What are you thinking 
about right now? Why are 
you thinking about it?

• Could there be any 
possibility b/n what you 
think and what you heard 
in the media this 
morning?



Agenda Setting 
• The process by which problems 

and alternative solutions gain  or 
lose public attention; shaping 
the relative importance of issues

• Agenda  =  getting issues on the 
agenda;  the corollary is also true: 
keeping issues  off the agenda!! 

Why is agenda setting important?

 Competing for the limited 
attention span of audiences … on 
key issues .. Putting our issues 
foremost in their thinking, priorities 
and concerns!



Agenda Setting 

• Theory first developed by 
Maxwell McCombs;  Donald 
Shaw 1960’s; 

“Mass media have the ability 
to transfer the salience of 
items on their news agendas 
to the public agenda.” “We

judge as important what the 
media judge as important.”

 Audience survey before and 
after news exposure; time-lag in 
peoples priorities  in elections

Bernard Cohen: “The 
press may not be 
successful much of 
the time in  telling 
people what to think, 
but it is stunningly 
successful in telling 
them what to think 
about.



Agenda Setting 

• How do issues get 
onto the Media 
Agenda?
• Group conflict

• Leadership activity

• Protest movements

• Media coverage or activity

• Changes in indicators

• Political changes

• Crises and Focusing Events

Focusing Event:

• “a rare, sudden, well-
known, actually or 
potentially harmful 
event.”

– Mass Shooting, 
Earthquake, Gov’t 
Shutdown…

• . . Triggers  sudden , 
intensive audience 
attention to issues

• . . . fades fast off 
agenda



Agenda Setting 

• Inter-media agenda setting -
influence that agendas of 
different media on each 
other 

• National newspapers . . 
.drive the agenda of 
television networks .

• Reciprocal causation 
between journalists and 
policy makers -

Agenda Setting 



• Media coverage can help 
shape the agenda of 
responsive policy-makers

• Digital media could 
reduce agenda-setting 
effects of traditional 
media 

– More content choice;  
control over content

Agenda Setting 



“Agenda-setting theory 
has opened many doors 
to reveal the power and 
ethical responsibility of 
the news media, and it 
continues to identify 
other intellectual doors” 
(McCombs & Bell)
 ? Manipulation 

 ? Assumptions about active and 
passive audience

Agenda Setting 



• Todd Gitlin (1980) 
coined the term “.. 
American television 
network trivialized a 
major student political 
movement in the 
1960s”

• Mass media “ construct 
our social reality” 
(Dietram A. Scheufele, 
1999, 105).

FramingFraming



• Two types : media 
frames; individual 
frames.

• Media Frame 
suggests the essence of 
the issue; 

• Individual frames : 
ideas that guide 
individuals’ subjective 
processing of objective 
information

According to Princeton Survey Research 
Associates, 13 frequently used frames in 
newspaper reporting:

• Straight News Account (5W1H), 
most common

• Conflict Story (phases…

• Consensus Story (points of 
convergence),

• Conjecture Story (speculation..),

• Process Story (explanatory; )

• Historical Outlook (linking current 
story to past…)

• Horse Race (who is winning, who is 
losing)

• Trend Story (pattern making)

• Policy Explored (policy impact… )

• Reality Check (Checking authenticity, 
plausibility)

• Personality Profile - newsmaker

FramingFraming



• The power of 
language to shape 
thought

– Frames = Ideas 
used to structure 
a news story 

Framing



• Episodic vs. Thematic 
frames (individual, short 
term vs. structural, 
systemic, long term)

• Strategy vs. Policy frames 
(

• Ethical vs. Material frames

• Individual vs. Societal 
frames

– Pro-life vs. anti-abortion

– Estate tax vs. death tax

– Terrorists vs. insurgents

Framing



• Scheufele:  “within 
the realm of political 
communication, ….. 
Mass media actively 
sets the frames of 
reference that 
readers or viewers 
use to interpret and 
discuss public events” 
. . . .

Framing



1. Assuming you know what the 
other person thinks

2. Assuming everyone sees things 
as you do, or if not, then 
assuming you are right.

3. Presenting the problem in a 
positional, either-or way, or as a 
demand with no options for 
discussion.

4. Assuming there is only one 
approach or one solution to the 
problem – yours!

5. Assuming force is the only way 
to get your needs met.

• Under what conditions 
does the news media’s 
coverage of conflict 
lead to constructive
(win-win) or 
destructive (lose-lose) 
outcomes?

Framing Errors



4. Media Ethics 

What is ethics?

• A system of moral principles; 
…  what is good (for 
individuals; society); what is 
just/unjust, etc.

Could define: 

– our rights and responsibilities

– the language of right and 
wrong

– moral decisions - what is good 
and bad?

Right/Wrong; good/bad/  
just/unjust… are also 
Value Based judgments!!

 Competing Values 
in Reporting!! 

• Individual privacy vs. 
right to know what 
officials are doing.

• Sanctity of life (anti-
abortion) vs. individual 
autonomy (pro-
abortion).

4. Media Ethics 



4. Media Ethics 

Teleological, or 
consequence-based 
systems: 

• asks not if an approach is 
right or wrong, but if it 
leads to good 
consequences.

• = “greatest good for 
greatest number.” 

• In media  = “public’s right to 
know,” or “public interest.”

Deontological, from 
Greek deon, or duty: 

• Our behavior 
should be based on 
certain universal 
principles and fixed 
rules – such as duty 
to tell the truth; not 
to lie; not to kill…….

4. Media Ethics 



4. Media Ethics 

Kant: Categorical imperative: 
decisions must be made 
because they are right. Means 
is important: Always tell the 
truth, no matter the 
consequences!! 

Situational ethicists – case-
by-case judgment …

Ayn Rand: Egoist 
utilitarianism .. so called 
“ethical egoism” – Central : 
pursuit of individual 
happiness “ greatest good for 
me’”

4. Media Ethics 

John Stuart Mill: Utilitarian-
ism Consequences, 
results are important: Do 
no harm; the greatest 
good for the greatest 
number” 

 Is Robin Hood a hero or  villain? Is 
it ok to eavesdrop? To employ 
deception to get good story …??

John Rawls: avoid harm to 
the weakest groups – in 
terms of age, sex, 
wealth, race, class, etc.



Premise:

• Media has responsibility 
to consider the impact of 
their exercise of this 
power.

• Power is distributed 
through distribution of 
information. Be aware 
who you are empowering! 

4. Media Ethics 



• Advertising diverged from 
journalism ; became  
separate profession.

• Advertising of ...  potions 
promising to cure 
everything, ! USFDA came 
intervened to regulate 

• Advertisers established 
their own ethical code, 
promising … to tell the 
truth.

• Journalists learned from 
this; to avoid government 
regulation  ethics

4. Media Ethics 



• Post WWII , the Hutchins 
Commission established 
standards.

• In 1947, A Free and Responsible 
Press.

• Emphasis on objectivity and 
responsiblity

• Objectivity =  Reporters avoided 
interpretation or judgment

• Complete objectivity = 
journalists avoid commentary, 
even if they know the source is 
lying or misleading ?? 
McCarthy witch hunt!

 Reconsideration: Interpretation 
might be a necessary part of 
ethics; 

 The Vietnam War = gullibility of 
the press  rise of Investigative 
journalism 

Still : TV based sensational program 
(like the 20s tabloid journalism)
cyclical????

4. Media Ethics 

http://www.ndsu.edu/pubweb/~rcollins/431ethics/hutchins.htm


4. Media Ethics 

In the US Walter Lippmann 
(post WWI) : to promote 
ethics in reporting  a 
standard code was 
proposed, similar to that of 
doctors or lawyers. Early 
codes were produced by:

• Society of Professional 
Journalists.

• Society of Managing 
Editors.

• National Association of 
Broadcasters.



4. Media Ethics 

Today media increasingly 
seen 

• as unethical; biased blogs; 
Political lies 

• Appealing to base 
emotions

• One-sided presentations; 
selectivity; omissions; 
distortions; 

• Ad hominem arguments 
(attacking character)

• Nurturing flawed public 
opinion 

4. Media Ethics 



Today 

• The internet has 
challenged legacy media. 

• Blogs, video uploads, 
online commentary, 
personal websites, social 
media— considered part 
of today’s world of 
journalism.

• In the end the credibility 
of journalism still seems 
to reside in the 
professional content 
creators.

4. Media Ethics 



Eastern Nile in the International Media



The River Nile

A dam nuisance
Egypt and Ethiopia quarrel over water 
Apr 20th 2011 | ADDIS ABABA | From the print edition

MOST of the water meandering down the lower reaches of the Nile, the 

world's longest river, comes from the Ethiopian highlands, putting rulers in 

Addis Ababa, the capital, in a position of unusual power, one they have rarely 

dared to exploit. But since Egypt, the biggest and most influential consumer 

of Nile water, is distracted by revolutionary upheaval at home, this may be 

changing. Ethiopia and the other upstream countries—Burundi, Congo, 

Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda—have banded together to rewrite a 

1959 treaty that favours Egypt. 



Water politics
Sharing the Nile

WHEN Egyptian politicians discussed sabotaging the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam in 
2013, they naturally assumed it was a private meeting. But amid all the scheming, and with 
a big chuckle, Muhammad Morsi, then president, informed his colleagues that their 
discussion was being broadcast live on a state-owned television channel.
Embarrassment apart, it was already no secret that Egypt wanted to stop the largest 
hydroelectric project in Africa. When Ethiopia completes construction of the dam in 2017, 
it will stand 170 metres tall (550 feet) and 1.8km (1.1 miles) wide. Its reservoir will be able 
to hold more than the volume of the entire Blue Nile, the tributary on which it sits (see 
map). And it will produce 6,000 megawatts of electricity, more than double Ethiopia’s 
current measly output, which leaves three out of four people in the dark.

The largest hydroelectric project in Africa has so far 
produced only discord

Apr 20th 2011 | ADDIS ABABA | From the print edition



Nile dam study fails to stem the tide of 
Egyptian indignation towards Ethiopia
Claim and counter-claim has attended the delayed publication of a 
report on the likely impact of the Grand Renaissance dam 

Ethiopia has refused to halt work on a controversial giant dam across 
the river Nile that Egypt fears will severely curb its water supply.
The refusal came after the Egyptian president, Mohamed Morsi, 
promised to "defend each drop of Nile water with our blood" and 
other senior Egyptian politicians called for the dam's destruction.

Patrick Kingsley in Cairo; Wednesday 16 April 2014 12.35 BST 

Ethiopia's Gerd dam may give Sudan greater water access than an agreement with 
Egypt allows. 

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/interactive/2010/jun/25/fight-for-river-nile
http://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/1/64/73683/Egypt/Politics-/President-Morsi-calls-for-Egyptian-unity-in-face-o.aspx
https://www.theguardian.com/profile/patrick-kingsley


Dam Rising in Ethiopia Stirs Hope and Tension
By JACEY FORTINOCT. 11, 2014 

The main component of the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam, along the Blue Nile, is 

32 percent complete. Credit Jacey Fortin for The New York Times 

GUBA, Ethiopia — There is a remote stretch of land in Ethiopia’s forested northwest 

where the dust never settles. All week, day and night, thousands of workers pulverize 

rocks and lay concrete along a major tributary of the Nile River. It is the site of the 

Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam, the continent’s biggest hydropower plant and one 

of the most ambitious infrastructure projects ever in Africa.

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/ethiopia/index.html?inline=nyt-geo


When the Nile Runs Dry
By LESTER R. BROWN; June 1, 2011

A NEW scramble for Africa is under way. As global food prices rise and exporters 

reduce shipments of commodities, countries that rely on imported grain are panicking. 

Affluent countries like Saudi Arabia, South Korea, China and India have descended on 

fertile plains across the African continent, acquiring huge tracts of land to produce 

wheat, rice and corn for consumption back home. 

javascript:pop_me_up2('http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2011/06/02/opinion/02Brown_art.html','02Brown_art_html','width=383,height=630,scrollbars=yes,toolbars=no,resizable=yes')
javascript:pop_me_up2('http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2011/06/02/opinion/02Brown_art.html','02Brown_art_html','width=383,height=630,scrollbars=yes,toolbars=no,resizable=yes')


Egypt frets, fumes over Ethiopia’s Nile plan

Ethiopians walk in the source of the Blue Nile in northern Ethiopia. Ethiopia has begun 

diverting the Blue Nile as part of a giant dam project (AARON MAASHO/AFP/GETTY IMAGES) 

By Griff Witte June 12, 2013 

GIZA, EGYPT — Since long before the Pyramids towered above the rich soil of this 

riverside town, Egyptians have given thanks to the muddy waters of the Nile.

“Plants, animals, humans,” said Ibrahim Abdel Aziz, a 45-year-old farmer, “we all come 

from this river.”

http://www.washingtonpost.com/people/griff-witte


Ethiopia might attract Egyptian finance for its vast dam, although many financial and 

technical hurdles remain

Key regional meetings are about to take place on the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance 

Dam, probably Africa’s biggest-ever development project to be undertaken without 

grants or concessional finance. After Ethiopian Prime Minister HailemariamDesalegn

declared in early October that his government considered the GERD to be ‘jointly 

owned’ with Egypt and Sudan, a high-level Egyptian delegation led by Foreign 

Minister Nabil Fahmy is expected ‘soon’ in Addis Ababa.

A dam for all 



Egypt to 'escalate' Ethiopian dam dispute 

Middle East 21 April 2014

While construction of Africa's largest hydroelectric dam continues 
apace, downstream neighbour Egypt is crying foul.
Campbell MacDiarmid | 

In the three years since construction began on the 1.8km Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam across the Blue 
Nile River, Egypt and Ethiopia have been engaged in a war of words over its potential impacts. Ethiopia 
believes the massive dam will herald an era of prosperity, spurring growth and attracting foreign currency 
with the export of power to neighboring countries. But Egypt has raised concerns about the downstream 
effects, as the Blue Nile supplies the Nile with about 85 percent of its water.

Despite the ongoing dispute, 
construction of the dam is 
already 30 percent complete 
[AP]

http://www.aljazeera.com/topics/regions/middleeast.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/profile/campbell-macdiarmid.html


Will Ethiopia's Grand Renaissance Dam dry the Nile 
in Egypt?
22 March 2014, Africa

Ethiopia is pressing ahead with construction of a major new dam on the 
River Nile, despite stiff opposition from Egypt. BBC correspondents in both 
countries report from both sides of an increasingly bitter water dispute.

Emmanuel Igunza, Ethiopia

http://www.bbc.com/news/world/africa


Egypt and Ethiopia Disagree on Probe of 
Nile Dam Impact

By Ahmed Feteha and William Davison

November 6, 2013 — 4:38 PM AST

Egypt called for international experts to help prepare a new study on the regional impact of a 

$4.2 billion dam in Ethiopia, which said a team made up of officials from the two nations and 

Sudan is enough. 

Egypt wants “trusted international consultancies” to look into how the hydropower project on a 

tributary of the Nile River will affect the waterway’s flow well as safety issues, Egyptian 

Irrigation Minister Mohamed Abdel-Moteleb said after meeting his Sudanese and Ethiopian 

counterparts in Sudan’s capital, Khartoum, on Nov. 4. Ethiopian Water and Energy Minister 

AlemayehuTegenu said including such a group was unnecessary after global experts completed 

a report earlier this year. 

http://topics.bloomberg.com/egypt/
http://topics.bloomberg.com/ethiopia/
http://topics.bloomberg.com/sudan/


Can Egypt and Ethiopia share the Nile 

River?

Commentary / World

Daniel Pipes

WASHINGTON – Oil is the Middle East’s glamor product, sought after by the 

entire world and bringing the region wealth beyond the dreams of avarice. But 

water is the mundane resource that matters even more to locals for, without it, 

they face the horrible choice of leaving their homes or perishing within them.

That choice may sound hyperbolic, but the threat is real. Egypt stands out as 

having the largest population at risk and being the country, other than Iraq and 

Yemen, with the most existential hydrologic problem.

http://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/commentary/
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/world-commentary/
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/author/daniel-pipes/


Published on Saturday, March 22, 2014

By Inter Press Service

Nile River Dam Threatens War Between Egypt and 

Ethiopia

By Cam McGrath

building one of the largest dams in the world, the Grand Millennium Dam (GERD), on 

the River Nile near the Sudan border. (InternationalRivers.org)

http://www.ipsnews.net/2014/03/egypt-prepares-force-nile-flow/


There were times last year, when the rhetoric in Cairo reached fever pitch, that 

some kind of conflict between Ethiopia and Egypt over the waters of the Nile 

seemed inevitable. It hasn’t come to that, and nor will it, if history is anything to 

go by. By SIMON ALLISON.

http://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2014-11-05-analysis-why-ethiopia-and-egypt-arent-fighting-a-water-war/
http://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2014-11-05-analysis-why-ethiopia-and-egypt-arent-fighting-a-water-war/


Ethiopia’s $4.8bn plan to dam Africa’s longest river has infuriated states 

downstream; ©SebastienCailleux/Corbis

Source of contention: a storm brews over Lake Tana in Ethiopia, where 

the Blue Nile rises. Colonial treaties guaranteed Egypt most of the Nile’s 

water but Addis Ababa is determined to exploit its potential   



ADDIS ABABA, 16 November 2012 

As Ethiopia’s massive dam-building plans continue to cause disquiet in 
downstream Egypt, new research suggests there is sufficient water in 
the Nile for all 10 countries it flows through, and that poverty there 
could be significantly eased as long as access by small-scale farmers is 
boosted. 

“We would argue that physically there is enough water in the Nile for all the 
riparian countries,” said Simon Langan, head of the East Africa and Nile Basin 
office of the International Water Management Institute (IWMI), at the Addis 
Ababa launch of The Nile River Basin: Water, Agriculture, Governance and 
Livelihoods published by the CGIAR Challenge Program on Water and Food. 

Enough in the Nile to share, little to waste

http://cgspace.cgiar.org/handle/10568/24746
http://www.waterandfood.org/


The Coming War: Egypt, Ethiopia, and the Nile
Malcolm Dash

March 29, 2016

When Egypt’s then-president Mohamed Morsi said in June 2013 that “all 

options” including military intervention, were on the table if Ethiopia 

continued to develop dams on the Nile River, many dismissed it as posturing. 

But experts claim Cairo is deadly serious about defending its

http://www.israelrising.com/author/malcolm/


When Sisi met Desalegn

Exclusive 25 June 2014 , by Nizar Manek

The guests had been seated at the tables of the great hall in Addis Ababa, and fanfares 

rang out as the Emperor Haile Selassie walked in with President Gamal Abdel Nasser 

of Egypt at his right hand. Nasser was a ‘tall, stocky, imperious man, his head thrust 

forward and his wide jaws thrust into a smile,’ next to him Selassie’s ‘diminutive 

silhouette,’ his ‘thin expressive face, his glistening penetrating eyes’ worn by the 

years. Behind the extraordinary pair, the remaining leaders also entered in their pairs, 

writes Ryszard Kapuściński in his chronicle of the fall of the Abyssinian monarchy 

and the intrigues at Selassie’s court (1). The audience rose; everyone was applauding. 

‘Ovations sounded for unity and the Emperor. Then the feast began.’

http://mondediplo.com/blogs/when-sisi-met-desalegn#nb1


Water Wars: Egyptians Condemn Ethiopia's Nile Dam 

Project 

As the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam takes shape, tempers rise.

By Peter Schwartzstein, National Geographic

PUBLISHED September 28, 2013

"Ethiopia is killing us," taxi driver Ahmed Hossam said, as he picked his way 

through Cairo's notoriously traffic-clogged streets. "If they build this dam, there 

will be no Nile. If there's no Nile, then there's no Egypt."

Projects on the scale of the $4.7 billion, 1.1-mile-long (1.7-kilometer-long) Grand 

Ethiopian Renaissance Dam often encounter impassioned resistance, but few inspire 

the kind of dread and fury with which most Egyptians regard plans to dam the Blue 

Nile River.

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/
http://newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/2013/07/24/geography-in-the-news-ethiopias-dam-projects/


Markets | Wed Apr 23, 2014 3:09am EDT 

Paying for giant Nile dam itself, Ethiopia thwarts 

Egypt but takes risks
ADDIS ABABA | By Aaron Maasho

ADDIS ABABA Wed Apr 23, 2014 3:09am EDT 

(Reuters) - Ethiopia's bold decision to pay for a huge dam itself has overturned 

generations of Egyptian control over the Nile's waters, and may help transform one of 

the world's poorest countries into a regional hydropower hub.

By spurning an offer from Cairo for help financing the project, Addis Ababa has 

ensured it controls the construction of the Renaissance Dam on a Nile tributary. The 

electricity it will generate - enough to power a giant rich-world city like New York -

can be exported across a power-hungry region.

http://www.reuters.com/journalists/aaron-maasho
http://www.reuters.com/sectors/industries/overview?industryCode=46&lc=int_mb_1001


Can Egypt and Ethiopia share the Nile?

By Daniel Pipes - - Wednesday, February 17, 2016

Oil is the Middle East’s glamor product, sought after by the entire world and bringing

the region wealth beyond the dream of avarice. But water is the mundane resource that

matters even more to locals for, without it, they face the horrible choice of leaving their

homes or perishing within them.

http://www.washingtontimes.com/multimedia/image/2_172016_b1-pipe-pyramid-sca8201jpg/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/multimedia/image/2_172016_b1-pipe-pyramid-sca8201jpg/




Questions
Assessing International Media Coverage of NILE BASIN 

COOPERATION

Objective: what is the objective of the piece? Is it explicitly stated? If 
not, can you come out consensually what that objective could be?

Key Messages: Point out three key messages of the piece. Also, 
identify, if any,  three key words that could be hot buttons? 

Filtering: If the product you have is a news article, for example, can you 
identify the vantage it is reported from? How is that vantage shaped?

Agenda setting and framing: What/whose agenda is the piece 
promoting? How is the issue of Nile water resource management 
framed (management problem? legal problem? hydro political –
regional security problem? regional integration? environmental/bio-
diveristy risk? Etc.)



Audience: Whom does the piece target? What does the 
piece want the audience to do after taking in the message 
(in terms of changing their attitudes and behavior)? 
Water science: Does the piece include any hard facts 
(numbers, data, sources, references, quotes from 
authorities, validation)? 
Transboundary dimension: Does the piece include any 
discussion of transboundary issues?
Advocacy of transboundary cooperation: Does the piece 
contain messages about the need for or importance of 
transboundary cooperation? Does the piece contain 
transboundary risks? Does the piece compare the Nile Basin 
to other basins?
Feedback: does the writer seek feedback



We touched upon: 

• Aspects of agenda 
setting, 

• Framing

• Media ethics,

• Eastern Nile in the 
international 
Media

Conclusions

4 Questions
 : 

• Think of what 
we discussed;

• Think of your 
own media 
experiences  



1. What is 
responsible 
reporting 
when it comes 
to the Eastern 
Nile?

Conclusions



2. What are the 
major ethical 
challenges; 
issues in 
reporting on 
the Nile?

Conclusions



3. What constructive 
roles can EN media 
professionals play to 
promote EN 
cooperation? What 
assistance is 
needed? 

Conclusions



4. What have been 
EN Media’s strengths 
and shortfalls in 
covering Eastern 
Nile/Nile Basin 
cooperation issues?

Conclusions



Thank you for 
your Attention!! 


